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Abstract 
A nonstandard universe is constructed from a superstructure in a Boolean-valued model of set 
theory. This provides a new framework of nonstandard analysis with which methods of forcing 
are incorporated naturally. Various new principles in this framework are provided together with 
the following applications: ( 1) An example of an Nt-saturated Boolean ultrapower of the real 
number field which is not Scott complete is constructed. (2) Infinitesimal analysis based on the 
generic extension of the hyperreal numbers is provided, and the hull completeness theorem and 
the Loeb measure construction are extended to objects in the generic extension of the internal 
universe. (3) The reduction theory of the Boolean-valued complex numbers are developed as a 
prototype of the applications to the topological reduction theory of Boolean sheaves or operator 
algebras. 
1. Introduction 
In 1960 Robinson found that the methods of nonstandard models in mathematical 
logic provide a suitable framework of calculus with infinitesimal and infinite numbers 
[ 301. His method, nonstandard analysis, has been developed nowadays in various fields 
of mathematics [ 34,6,10], in particular, in probability theory and stochastic analysis 
[ 16,33,1]. By the way, in 1963 Cohen found the notion of forcing and proved the 
independence of continuum hypothesis from the ZFC set theory [5]. In 1966 Scott 
and Solovay invented Boolean-valued models of set theory and reformulated Cohen’s 
forcing in a simpler framework [ 21; a similar idea was developed also by VopEnka 
[ 41,421. Although the original aim of Boolean-valued models is metamathematics uch 
as independence proofs, its usefulness for ordinary mathematics has been pointed out by 
* The main results of this paper were. obtained in January 1987, and were reported at the Special Session of 
the American Mathematical Society at Honolulu, U.S.A., March 1987. 
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Scott [ 311. This idea was realized in 1978 when Takeuti [ 351 instituted Boolean-valued 
analysis, systematic applications of Boolean-valued models to mathematical problems, 
and in 1983 an application of forcing to a problem of analysis was realized by Ozawa 
[24-261 when the Kaplansky conjecture in the structure theory of algebras of type I 
was proved by Boolean-valued analysis. The Boolean-valued analysis has been devel- 
oped in algebra [7,8,32,20,39], harmonic analysis [ 36,21,22], and operator algebras 
[ 37,38,23,12,27-291. 
It has been pointed out for some time that nonstandard analysis and forcing, or 
Boolean-valued analysis, may be developed in a unified basis. In view of sheaf theory, 
forcing can be regarded as a method of constructing a stalk of a Boolean sheafof models 
of set theory, while a nonstandard universe constructed by an ultrapower is viewed as 
a stalk of a constant sheaf of a superstructure, in a certain generalized or idealized 
sense. The purpose of this paper is to carry out the unification of nonstandard analysis 
and Boolean-valued analysis from this point of view. A nonstandard universe is a triple 
(V(X) 9 V(Y) 1 ) * such that V(X) and V(Y) are superstructures and that or : V(X) --) 
V(Y) is a bounded elementary embedding satisfying certain nontriviality conditions; a 
precise definition will appear in Section 2. Two sorts of constructions of nonstandard 
universes have been known so far; bounded ultrapowers and the construction by the 
compactness theorem. In this paper, we will present the third construction. Let X be a 
base set, B a complete Boolean algebra in V(X), and U an ultrafilter of B. We construct 
the B-valued superstructure Q(X) which is a superstructure over X in VCB) restricted 
to the elements with bounded rank relative to X. Then we will show that the quotient 
of Q(X) by the ultrafilter U yields a nonstandard universe. A special feature of this 
nonstandard universe is that it possesses external sets with names in v(X). We call the 
set of elements in V(Y) with names in Q(X) the generic universe. The generic universe 
can be viewed as a generic extension of the internal universe consisting of the internal 
elements. A typical element in the generic universe outside the internal universe is the 
canonical generic filter of *B, which will play in nonstandard analysis a similar role 
to the generic set constructed by forcing. We will investigate the role of the canonical 
generic filter played in a nonstandard universe in several aspects. 
In Section 2, we give preliminaries on nonstandard universes and introduce the notion 
of strictly bounded formulas. The strictly bounded formulas are variants of formulas of a 
language of set theory relativized to a superstructure, but appear to be more tractable in 
formulating the LOS type theorem for Boolean-valued superstructures than the relativized 
formulas. In Section 3, we review basic principles of Boolean-valued set theory. In 
Section 4, for a given base set and a complete Boolean algebra we construct a Boolean- 
valued superstructure, and for a given ultrafilter we construct a nonstandard universe, 
which we call a bounded ultrasheaf of a superstructure. The bounded ultrasheaves are 
generalization of bounded ultrapowers. When the given complete Boolean algebra is 
totally atomic, a bounded ultrasheaf is regarded as a bounded ultrapower. An internal 
or external set with a name in the Boolean-valued superstructure is called an ingeneric 
set; the set of all ingeneric sets is the generic universe. The most important feature of a 
bounded ultrasheaf is that the Los type theorem holds not only for the internal universe 
but also for the generic universe. In Section 5, we show that if the given ultrafilter is 
countably incomplete then the bounded ultrasheaf has the saturation property even for the 
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generic universe. In Section 6, we show that any Boolean ultrapower of an elementary 
structure has an isomorphic embedding in a Boolean ultrasheaf of a superstructure. 
This extends a well-known relation between ultrapowers and bounded ultrapowers of 
superstructures. In Section 7, we consider the existence of external ingeneric sets and, 
as immediate applications of forcing, show some particular examples of such external 
sets. One of them settles affirmatively within ZFC the problem as to existence of an 
Nt-saturated elementary extension of the real number field which is not Scott complete. 
In Section 8, we develop infinitesimal analysis based on a bounded ultrasheaf. This 
extends the ordinary framework based on the internal universe to the generic universe. 
We establish the hull completeness theorem for normed linear spaces in the generic 
universe and the Loeb measure construction for measure spaces in the generic universe. 
In Section 9, we study the structure of the complex number field in a Boolean-valued 
universe, and give some new expressions for Boolean complex numbers using Boolean 
ultrasheaves. The argument in this section will be a prototype of applications of our 
machinery to the topological reduction theory of Boolean sheaves including operator 
algebras, which will be discussed elsewhere. 
2. Nonstandard universes 
We denote by V the universe of sets which satisfies the ZFC set theory. Throughout 
this paper, we fix the language Cc = {E} for fi rs or er theory with equality having t- d 
a binary relation symbol E and no constant symbols. For a class U, the language 
LCE (U) = {E} u CT is the one obtained by adding a name for each element of U. For 
convenience, we use the same symbol for an element of U and its name in LG (U) as 
well as for the membership relation and the symbol E. 
To each sentence 4 of LCE (U), the satisfaction relation (U, E) b #J is defined by the 
following recursive rules: 
(I) (U,E)+uEu iff uEu. 
(2) (UE) t=u=u iff U=U. 
(3) (lJ E) + -4 iff (U E) k 4 does not hold. 
(4) (UE) +4VrcI iff (UE) l=+or(U,E) /=@. 
(5) (U, E) b (3.x) $(x) iff there exists u E U such that (U, E) k 4(u). 
We regard the other logical connectives and quantifiers as defined symbols but not prim- 
itive ones. Our assumption that V satisfies the ZFC means that if ZFC 1 &XI,. . . ,x,) 
then (YE) k $(ut,. . . ,u,) for any formula #(xl,. . .,x,) of LCE and all ut,. . . ,u, E 
V. 
Let X be a set. The power set P(X) is the set of all subsets of X. The superstructure 
over X, denoted by V(X), is defined by the following recursion: 
v,(X) =X, K+,(X) = v,(X) UP(K?(X)), V(X) = u K(X), 
nEN 
where N is the set of natural numbers. The set X is called a base set if 8 @ X and 
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x n V(X) = 8 for all x E X. For an infinite ordinal (Y, any set X such that every element 
of an element of X has rank LY is a base set [4, p. 2871 and hence any set can be easily 
replaced by a base set with the same size. 
From now on, we will always assume that X is a base set. An element of X is called 
an atom relative to V(X), and an element of V(X) \ X a set relative to V(X) . The atoms 
can be characterized as those elements x E V(X) such that x # 8 but x n V(X) = 8. 
The following lemmas are useful in the later arguments [4, pp. 264-2651. 
Lemma2.1. ForeachnEN, V,+](X) =XUP(V,(X)) andK,+l(X)\X=P(V,(X)). 
Lemma 2.2. Ifu E V(X) and u E u E V,(X), then n > 0 and u E V,_,(X). 
Lemma 2.3. Let V(X) be a superstructure over a base set X. 
(1) IfUl,... ,um E V,(X) then {uir...,unr} E %+1(X) \X. 
(2) rful,..., u,, E V,(X) then (~1,. . . ,U”J E v,+2,m-1,(X) \ x* 
(3) Zfu E V,(X) \ X and u 2 u then u E V,(X) \ X. 
(4) Zfu, u E V,(X) \X then u x u E Vn+3(X) \X. 
(5) Ifu E V,(X) \ X then P(u) E V,+l(X) \X. 
We will use the following abbreviations, called bounded quant$ers: (Vx E y)qS 
means (vx) [x E y 3 41, (3x E y)+ means (3x) [x E y A 41. A &-formula is a 
formula constructed from atomic formulas using connectives and bounded quantifiers. In 
applications, more restricted formulas play an important role. Strictly bounded quantifiers 
in a free variable z are the following abbreviations: 
(VxEy@z)#~ means (Vx)[(xEYAyGz) *+I. 
(3xEy$z)+ means (3x)r(xEY~Y~z)A~l. 
A do-formula 4 of C, with z free is called strictly bounded in z if it is constructed from 
atomic formulas using connectives and strictly bounded quantifiers in z. The following 
three lemmas give absoluteness results necessary for the later arguments. 
Lemma 2.4. For any A&ormula +(x0. xl,. . . ,x,) of Cc strictly bounded in x0 and 
all ~1,. ..,u, E V(X), 
(V(X) 9 E) I= 44x9 Ul 9 . ..,u,) if (KC) I=4(Xul,...,un). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of strictly bounded formulas. For 
atomic formulas, the assertion holds obviously. The only nontrivial induction step is the 
case that &xo,xi,...,x,) isoftheform 
where y is one of x0.. . . , xn. Let ut, . . . , u,, E V(X). It is obvious that (V(X), E) b 
44X,Ul,. ..,u,) implies (YE) k @(X,ui,. . . , u,). To prove the converse, suppose 
(V!E) +d4x,w,... , u,) . First consider the case where y is xc. In this case, the part 
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y @ x0 is always true and can be neglected, and then there is a set u E X such that 
(V!E) t= $(X9 Ul,. . . .u,,u). Since X C V(X), (V(X),E) + qS(X,ul,. . .,u,) follows 
immediately from the induction hypothesis. When y is not xc, we can suppose y is x1 
without any loss of generality. Then there is a set JJ E V such that u E ut, ur $ X, 
and (YE) k @(X, UI,. . . , u,,, u). Since ut E V(X) \ X, we have ~1 & V,(X) for some 
n by Lemma 2.1 so that u E V(X). Therefore, (V(X),E) b ~#~(X,ul,...,u,) by the 
induction hypothesis. This completes the induction. Cl 
For any do-formula &x0, . . . , x,) of .CCE, define a formula (+(x0,. . . ,x,))’ of CE 
strictly bounded in x0 by the following recursion. 
(1) (x=y)’ is x=y. 
(2) (xE y)’ is x Ey. 
(3) (+(x0,. . . ,x,)1’ is 3&x0,. . ., &I) I’. 
(4) (~I(xo,...,x,) V~Z(XO,...,X,>)’ is (41 (x09. .,x,~~‘~~~z~xo,...,x,~~‘. 
(5) ((3x1 Lx E YM(XO9.. . ,~,,~>I)‘~~(~x)[(xEYAY ~~o)~(~(xo,...~~,,~))‘l. 
Then we have the following. 
Lemma 2.5. For any do-formula &.x0, XI, . . . ,x,> of & and all ul,. . . , u,, E V(X), 
(V(X),E) t=44X,ul,...,u,) ifs (V(X),E) +(~(X,W ,..., u,))‘. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of &-formulas. The assertion 
holds for atomic formulas trivially. The only nontrivial induction step is the case that 
&xo*xI,... ,xn) is of the form 
where y is one of xc,. . . ,x,. Then, (&x0,x1,. . . ,x,))’ is 
If y is interpreted as an element of V(X) and x0 as X, the part y # xc is always true, 
and hence can be eliminated in the interpretation. Thus the assertion follows from the 
induction hypothesis. This completes the induction. 0 
The following two lemmas are adapted from [4, Lemma 4.4.4, p. 2651 and the proofs 
are minor modifications. 
Lemma 2.6, For each natural number n, there is a &-formula v,(xo, xl) of LCE strictly 
bounded in x0 such that, for any u, u E V, u E Vn(u) iff (YE) b v,(u,u). 
Lemma 2.7. There are formulas +i (x0,. . . ,x,,) (i = 1, . . . ,6) of & strictly bounded 
in x0 such that, for every superstructure V(X) over a base set X, and all u, ~1,. . . , u, E 
V(X), the following hold. 
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(1) u=0 8 (YE) k4l(XU). 
(2) u = {u,, . . . 9%) $7 (K(E) /=~2(Jc~,W7.~.,hl). 
(3) u=(u1,..., u,) ifs (UE) ~~3(X,~,W,...,~,). 
(4) ul c u2 ad Ulr u2 E v(x) \x iff (YE) k 44(x,ul,u2). 
(5) u = 111 x u2 md Ul, u2 E V(X) \x ifs (YE) + &(Xu,w,u:!). 
(6) u: U1 + u2 und Ul, U2 E v(x) \x ifs (KG) k +6(x,u,uI,u2). 
The practical significance of strictly bounded formulas is as follows. In mathematics 
formalized in a superstructure, the predicate that u is an element of u always implies 
u is a set relative to the superstructure. This interpretation is different, in general, from 
the relativization of a formula of set theory to the superstructure. However, for strictly 
bounded formulas the above practical interpretation is equivalent to the relativization as 
well as to the nonrelativized interpretation in the universe. 
A nonstandard universe is a triple (V(X), V(Y) ,*) consisting of superstructures 
V(X), V(Y), and a map * : V(X) --) V(Y) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) X and Y are infinite base sets. 
(2) (Transfer Principle) The map * : a H *u is an injective mapping from V(X) 
into V(Y), and for any da-formula +(x1,. . . ,x,) of CE and all ~1,. . . ,un E 
V(X), 
(V(X),E) l=4(wr...,un) iff (V(Y),E) ++(*ul ,..., *u,). 
(3) *x=y. 
(4) For every infinite subset A of X, {*a ( a E A} is a proper subset of *A. 
A triple (V(X), V(Y), *) satisfying conditions ( l)-( 3) is called a pre-nonsrundurd 
universe. 
Assume hereafter that (V(X) , V(Y) , *) is a pre-nonstandard universe. For A E V(X) \ 
X, we write “A = {*a 1 a E A}. An element u E V(Y) is said to be standard iff u = *v 
for some u E V(X), or equivalently, u E “V,(X) for some n. We denote by “V(X) 
the set of all standard elements. An element u E V(Y) is said to be internal iff u E *u 
for some u E V(X) \ X, or equivalently, u E *V,(X) for some n. The set of all internal 
elements of V(Y) is denoted by *V(X) and the set *V(X) is called the internal universe 
over X. Sets relative to V(Y) which are not internal are called external. The following 
principle is the usual criterion for internal sets [4, Proposition 4.4.14, p. 2771. 
Theorem 2.8 (Internal Definition Principle). Let +(x0,. . . , x”,x) be a A&ormulu of 
LE. rf UI 1. . . , u,, u E V(Y) are internal, then the set 
{XC u I (V(Y),E) ~;(ul,...,un,x)} 
is internal. 
For the theory of nonstandard universes, we refer to Chang-Keisler [4]. 
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3. Boolean-valued universes 
In what follows, B denotes a complete Boolean algebra. For 6, c E B, b V c denotes 
the supremum of (6, c}, bAc denotes the infimum of (6, c}, Tb denotes the complement 
of b, and b + c abbreviates (lb) V c. For the theory of Boolean algebras, we refer to 
Halmos [ 91. 
For each ordinal CX, let 
VCB) = n 
{ 
u 1 u : dam(u) -+ B and dam(u) C U VjB’ 
p<a I 
. 
The B-valued universe V(‘) is defined by 
v’n’ = U v(B) a 3 
LlEOl1 
where On is the class of all ordinals. To each sentence ~75 of & ( VcB)) we assign a 
B-valued truth value 1411 by the following recursive rules: 
(1) uu= uII = infxEdom~u~(~(~) * Ux E VII) A infyEdomcuj(U(y) * UY E 4). 
(2) uu E 4l = SUPyEdom(u) (U(Y) A lb = YII>. 
(3) u-4 =-[~a. 
(4) II~~ v 42n = khn v w2n. 
(5) u~wwn =SUP~~II I u E ~(9.
If a sentence C$ is provable from sentences dt, . . ., qbn in the first-order predicate 
calculus, then UC++, 1 A . . . A [&] < @$]. We say that a sentence 4 of C,( VcB)) holds in 
v@), if u$n = 1. 
The universe V can be embedded in VCB) by the following operation ” : u H ii 
defined by the E-recursion: for each u E V, ij = {ii ) u E u} x (1). Then we have the 
following theorem [2, Theorem 1.231. 
Theorem 3.1 (da-Absoluteness Principle). For any A&otmulu c$(x~, . . .,x,) of LCE 
and all u], . . ..U.I E v, 
(V!E) + @(uI,. . ., 47) iff p(ii,, . . . ,ii,)n = 1. 
We say that an element u E V(“) satisfying some property exists essentially uniquely if 
there is another U’ E VCB) satisfying the same property then UU = u’J = 1. A partition 
of unity in B is a family {bi ) i E I} in B such that bi A bj = 0 whenever i # j and 
that supiE, bi = 1. For any partition {bi 1 i E I} of unity and a family {pi ( i E I} of 
B-valued sets, there is an essentially unique element u E VtB) such that [U = uin > bi 
for any i E 1. We denote this u by c,“,, uibi, or u1 bl @ . . . @ u,b, if I = { 1,. . . ,n}. 
The following theorem is an important consequence of the axiom of choice [ 2, Lemma 
1.271 
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Theorem 3.2 (Maximum Principle). For anyformula 4(x) of LE ( VcB)), there is some 
u E V(“) such that 
The basic theorem on the Boolean-valued universe is the following [ 2, Theorem 1.331. 
Theorem 3.3 (ZFC Transfer Principle). For any formula &xl,. . . , x,) of LCE and all 
Ul,...,U, E v(B), 
if ZFC b 4(x,,. . . ,x,) then I[&ut,...,u,)j=l. 
The B-valued hull uCB) of a B-valued set u E VCB) is defined by 
uCB) = {k E vCB) 1 [Ix E u] = l}, 
where x is a certain representative from the equivalence class {y E VcB) 1 [x = y] = 1); 
for convenience we will omit the symbol in such a formula as k E ucB) when 
[x E un = 1. The choice of the representative k from the proper class {y E VCB) ) [x = 
y] = 1) can be technically carried out within ZFC by at least two ways: in one way 
we restrict y under certain rank [35, p. 141, and in the other way we redefine y as 
y’= {(z,x(z) A [z = y]) 1 z E dam(x)} [2, Lemma 1.311. 
A B-valued set u E V(“) is said to be separated if [Ix = yj = 1 implies x = y for all 
x, y E dam(u). The B-valued hull u (B) of u E V(B) is always separated by the above 
definition. 
A B-valued set u E VCB) is said to be dejinite if u(x) = 1 for all x E dom( u). If 
u E VcB) is definite then [x E ujj = 1 for all x E dam(u). If u E VCB) is nonempty in 
VCB), i.e., [u f 01 = 1, then 
[I~ = dB) x {qn r= 1. 
If u E VCB) is definite. then 
U(W = 5 uibi 1 {ui 1 i E I} is a family in dom( u) 
iEl 
and {bi 1 i E I} is a partition of unity of B . 
The following principle is the usual way to manipulate Boolean values of bounded 
formulas [35, p. 141. 
Theorem 3.4 (Bounded Evaluation Principle). For any formula q5( x) of Lc, ( VcB)) and 
dejinite u E VcB), we have: 
(1) [[WX EU)+(X)] = 1 ifs [&x)1 =lforuZE~~dom(u). 
(2) [(3x E u) &>I] = 1 if there is some x E u(@ such that [r&x)] = 1. 
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Let D be a subset of VCB), a function f : D-VCB) is called extensional if [.r = 
yj<[f(x) = f(y)] for all x, y E D. Functions in VcB) are characterized as follows 
[ 35, Proposition 4.2, p. 221. 
Theorem 3.5. Let u, u E V(“) be dejinite. The relation 
[[f(x) =g(x)ll = 1 
for all x E dom( u) sets up a one-to-one correspondence between all “functions f : u --) 
u” in VCB) and all extensional functions g : dam(u) + ucB). 
For any u E V every function on dom(ii) is extensional, and hence the following 
theorem is an immediate consequence of the above theorem. 
Theorem 3.6 (Boolean Comprehensiveness Theorem). Let f, u, u E V be such that 
f: u --) ficB). Then there exists a function g in VcB) satisfying [g : ii -+ fig = 1 and 
[g(Z) = f (n)jj = 1 for all x E U. 
Foranyu, UEV (‘), define {u,u}n E VCB’ and (u,u)n E VCB) % follows: {u,u}n = 
{KU} x {l}, (u, U)B = {{~,~}B,{~,u}B}B. Then [{u,u}B = {u,u}] = 1 and [[(u, U)B = 
(u,u)] = 1 [2, p. 451. For any u, u E VCB), define (u x U)n E VCB) as follows: 
dom((u x u)B) = {(&Y)B 1 (-hY) E doMu) x doMu)}, 
(u x U)B((X,Y)B) = [Ix E ~1 A [YE 4, 
for all (x, y) E dam(u) x dam(u). Then [(u x u)n = u x u] = 1 [32, p. 2851. Let 
d(XO9Xl,... ,x,) be a formula of & and let u, ur, . . . , u, E VCB). Define u E VcB) by 
dam(u) = dam(u) and 
u(x) = u(x) A 14(x9 nl,. . . , dn 
for all x E dam(u). Then, we have [2, Lemma 1.351 
u~={~E++~(~,~~ ,..., Un))j=~. 
We shall denote this u by {x E u 1 C&X, UI, _ . . ,u,,)}B. 
4. Boolean ultrasheaves 
From Lemma 2.6, there is a Au-formula V~(XO, x1 > of CE strictly bounded in x0 such 
that (V E) k V, (u, u) iff u E v,(u) for all u, u E V. Thus the set-theoretic definition of 
superstructures is expressible by strictly bounded formulas, and hence the construction 
is carried out in the Boolean-valued universe by the same formula according to the 
do-Absoluteness Principle. For any u E VcB) and each natural number n, define an 
essentially unique B-valued set Vn(u)~ by 
uwB = {xl 1 Vn(Uvxl>)n = 1. 
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The B-valued hull of V, (0) B is denoted by V,(u) cB). 
Let X be a base set. Then it follows from the Au-Absoluteness Principle that 8 E VcB) 
is a base set in VCB) and that u E v,(X) iff [ii E V, ( Z)B] = 1 iff ii E V,( _%)cB). The 
B-valued superstructure o(X) over X is defined by 
V(X) = u b(k)(B). 
IlEN 
Let 24 be an ultrafilter of B, which will be fixed throughout this section. We define 
an equivalence relation =U over P(X) by 
x =u Y iff [x = yj E U. 
Denote by p(X) /U the set of equivalence classes [u] of all u E Q(X), and denote by 
XcB)/U the set of equivalence classes [u] n X(B) in XcB) of all u E X(‘). 
For each natural number n, define W,(X) by the relations 
W,(X) = (24 E Q(X) / I[u E ZJj E zd}, 
wn+l(x) = {u E 0(x> 1 [u E v,+l(&B \ v,<&B] E u}. 
Lemma 4.1. The following statements hold: 
( 1) For any u E Q(X), there is some k E N uniquely such that u E Wk( X). 
(2) Forany u E Vk+I(X) \Vk(X), we have ii E Wk+l(X). 
(3) For any u, u E p(X), if [u E u] E U and u E W,(X), then n > 0 and 
u E Wk( X) for some k < n. 
(4) For any u, u E v(X), if [u = u] E U and u E W,,(X), then u E W,(X). 
(5) For any u E WO( X), there is some u E %cB) such that [u = uI] E U. Moreovel; 
for any u E W,,+l (X), there is some u E V,+l ( X)cB) \ V, ( X)cB) such that 
uu = un E IA. 
Proof. ( 1) Let u E v(X) . Let Cr, = X and, for any n, let U,+t E VcB) be such that 
[U,I+t = Vn+l (??)g \ Vn()i)g] = 1. Since for any m, n E N with m # n, 
uu E v,,,n A uu E bn = 0, 
the relation [u E U,,] E U can be satisfied by at most one rz. By assumption, there is 
some n E N such that u E V, (xl) (B), and hence 
Thus, there is a natural number k < n such that [u E &I E U. 
(2) Let U E vk+l(X) \ vk(X). Then (v!E) + vk+l(~,X) A lVk(U,X), and hence 
[ii E &+rjl = 1 by the do-Absoluteness Principle, so that ii E Wk+l (X). 
(3) Suppose [u E u] E U and u E W,(X) . By applying the ZFC Transfer Principle 
to Lemma 2.2, we have n > 0 and 
[U G kl (f:)Bjj >, [U E Ujj E UT 
and hence u E U’&’ wk ( X) . 
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(4) If [U = ul E 2.4 and u E W,,+I (X) then 
[U E vn+1 (X), \ K(X)all 2 [U = UII A IIu E K+l(X)s \ Vn(X)Bll E u, 
and hence u E W,+l (X). 
(5) If X = 0, then Wo = 0 so that the assertion holds trivially. Suppose X # 8, say 
w~X,andu~ Wa(X),Letu=ub@w(lb) whereb=[uEX~.Then[u=o~>bEU 
and u E X(n). The proof of the rest of the assertion is similar. 0 
We define Y as a base set with the same size as XcB)/U with a fixed bijection 
j : X(@/U --f Y. Note that, from Lemma 4.1 (5), [u] II XcB) E T%cB)/U for any 
u E Wo( X). Define a map y : v(X) + V(Y) recursively 
y(u) =j( [u] flii’“‘) for u E We(X), 
y(u) = y(x) 1 [x E uj E U and x E fi Wk(X) 
k=o 
by 
for z4 E Wn+l (X). 
We call the map y the U-interpretation, and we say that u E t(X) is a name of 
a E V(Y) if y(u) = a. Define a map * : V(X) -+ V(Y) by the relation *x = y(X) for 
all x E V(X). 
The following lemma is immediate from Lemma 4.1 (3), (4). 
Lemma 4.2. Let u, u E P(X). 
(1) Y(U) E y(u) 8 1~ E 4 E U. 
(2) Y(U) =Y(u) ifs uu = un E U. 
We are now ready to show that (V(X) , V(Y) , *) is a pre-nonstandard universe. 
Lemma 4.3. We have *X = Y. 
Proof. Obviously, X E WI (X) . By Lemma 4.1(5), we have 
*x=7(R) 
= {y(u) ( [U E 21 E U and u E W,(X)} 
= {j( [u] II 3”‘) 1 U E WfJ(X)} 
={j([u] nX(“’ ) \OEX(n’}=Y. 0 
The following theorem is the counterpart of the one obtained by the Los Theorem and 
the Mostowski Collapsing Theorem in the ultrapower approach. An advantage of this 
new theorem is that the constants y(uk) appearing in the formula are not necessarily 
internal elements in V(Y). 
Theorem 4.4 (Los-Mostowski Principle). For any do-formula +(x0, x1, . . . , n,) of & 
strictly bounded in x0 and all UI , . . . , un E V(X), 
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[s6<& u, , . . . ‘b>ll EL2 8 (V(Y),E) ~9(I:Y(Ul),...,Y(U”)). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of strictly bounded formulas. From 
Lemma 4.2, the assertion holds for atomic formulas. The only nontrivial induction step 
is the case where $( xg, xt , . . . , x, ) is of the form 
where y is one of x0,. . . ,x,. The proof for the case where y is xa is similar to the 
other cases but slightly easier, so that we may assume without any loss of generality 
that y is XI. Suppose &$(X,ul,. . . , u,, >] E 24. Then, there is some u E VtB) such that 
[u E ZQ] E U, [ut 6 XI] E U, and [$(T?,ur,. . .,u,,u)I] E U. Thus, by assumption, 
there is some k E N such that &AI E vk( 2)~ \ x] E U. From the ZFC Transfer 
Principle, [u E vk(ji)n] E U. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that y(u) E y(ut) and 
Y(W) @ Y. By the induction hypothesis, (V(Y),E) k Ijl(I:y(ul),. . . ,Y(u~),Y(u)). 
Thus we have (V(Y),E) /= @(xy(ul),... , y( u,) ) . Conversely, suppose (V(Y) , E) 
f= d(X’y(w),. . . , Y(u,,>). Then there is some u E V(Y) such that u E ~(ut ) and 
W(Y),E) +$(Y:y(W),... ,Y(u,,),u) and that y(ut) $! Y, whence ut E wk(X) with 
k > 0. From Lemma 4.1( 1), [UI 6 _%I E U. From the definition of the U-interpretation 
y, there is some u E x-1 ( X)cB) such that u = y(u). Thus, from Lemma 4.2, [u E 
ut] E IA, and from the induction hypothesis, [[+(X,ul , . . . ,Un,U)n E IA. Therefore, we 
can conclude I[4( X, ut , . . . , u,,)] E U. This completes the induction. Cl 
Theorem 4.5 (Generic Transfer Principle). For any ~-formula C/I( x0, xl,. . . , x,) of 
I!Z~ strictly bounded in x0 and all UI , . . . , u,, E Q(X), 
if ZFC t 4(x0,x1,. . .,x,> thea (VU),E) ~=(I:Y(u~),...,Y(~,)). 
Proof. By the ZFC Transfer Principle, [[4(X, ut , . . . , u,,)] = 1 E U. Thus the assertion 
follows immediately from the Los-Mostowski Principle. q 
Lemma 4.6 (Transfer Principle). For any do-formula qb( x1,. . . ,x,) of ,CCE and all 
Ul,..., url E V(X), 
(v(x),+ t=$(W>...,kI) $7 (V(Y),,+ k&*u ,,..., *un). 
Proof. Let 4(x0,x,,. . .,x,) be 4(x,,. . . ,x,>, where xc is a variable other than 
Xl,...,X,, and consider the formula ($(x0,x1,. . ,x,,))’ strictly bounded in xc. For 
all ut,... ,u,, E V(X), we have 
(V(X) 9 E) /= $(Ul,. . . I u,,) 
iff W(W,E) +$(X,W,...,U,) by the redundancy of no 
iff (V(X),E) /= ($(X,ut,...,u,>)’ byLemma2.5 
iff (YE) I= (&X,W,...,U,)) by Lemma 2.4 
iff [(&(X,6,. . . ,in))q E u by the do-Absoluteness Principle 
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iff (V(Y), E) /= 4(X *uI,. . . , *u,))’ by the Los-Mostowski Principle 
iff (V(Y),E) +$(Y*ul,...,*un) by Lemma 2.5 
iff (V(Y), E) /= $J( *UI, . . . , *un) by the redundancy of x0. 
This completes the proof. 17 
The 4-tuple (V(X), V(Y),*, y) constructed in this section is called the bounded 
ultrasheaf of a superstructure V(X) module an ultrafilter U of a complete Boolean 
algebra B. We have just proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. Let X be a base set, B a complete Boolean algebra, and U an ultrafilter 
of B. Let (V(X) , V(Y) , *, y) be the bounded ultrasheaf of V(X) modulo U. Then the 
triple (V(X), V(Y), ) * is a pre-nonstandard universe. 
Thus the notions of being standard, internal, and external are applied to bounded 
ultrasheaves. An element u E V(Y) is said to be ingeneric iff u is an element of 
y( V,(?)B) for some n, or equivalently, u is an element of y(u) for some u E P(X) \ 
We(X), or equivalently, u = y(o) for some u E P(X). The set of all ingeneric elements 
is denoted by YV( X) and the set YV( X) is called the generic universe over X. Obviously, 
we have the following inclusions: 
“V(X) c *v(x) c V(X) & V(Y). 
A subset A of V(Y) is said to be a transitive submodel iff whenever a E A, b E V(Y), 
and b E a, we have b E A. It is easy to see that *V(X) and YV(Y) are transitive 
submodels, and hence they are bounded elementary submodels of V(Y) [4, Lemma 
4.4.7, p. 2701. 
We say that two pre-nonstandard universes (V(X), V( I$), *i) (i = 1, 2) with base set 
X are isomorphic iff there is a bijection h : V( 6 ) --f V(Y2) such that h(*l(u)) =*2(u) 
for all u E V(X). Let I be an index set and U an ultrafilter of the complete Boolean 
algebra P(1) of subsets of I. Then the bounded ultrapower (V(X), V(Y), *) of V(X) 
modulo U is constructed in [4, p. 2691 and shown to be a pre-nonstandard universe. 
The following theorem is verified easily by comparing the two constructions. 
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a base set, I an index set, and U an ultrajilter on P(I). 
The pre-nonstandard universe constructed as the bounded ultrasheaf of V(X) modulo 
U is isomorphic with the bounded ultrapower of V(X) modulo U. In this case, every 
ingeneric element is internal. 
Proof. Let B = P(I). Then we have [‘P(C), = P(o)“T] = 1 for all u E V. It follows 
that [IV,(X)B = r5,(X)“] = 1 for all n, so that we have 
P(X) = u (v,(x)“)(n). 
nEN 
Let u E (V,(X)“)(n). Define E : I + V,(X) by 
ii(i) = {u E V,(X) 1 i E [i; E u]} 
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for all i E I. Then the correspondence u -+ ii is a bijection between ( V,(X)" )(B) and 
V,(X)’ such that [U = uj = {i E I 1 ii(i) = ii(i)} and [u E ul = {i E I ( ii(i) E 8(i)}. 
Now, the comparison between the construction of a bounded ultrapower and that of a 
bounded ultrasheaf is straightforward, and the detail is left to the reader. 0 
The following theorem holds for every bounded ultrasheaf. 
Theorem 4.9 (Generic Comprehensiveness Theorem). Let (V< X) , V(Y) , *, y) be a 
bounded ultrusheu$ Let C E V(X) \ X, D E Q(X) \ WO( X). If f : C -+ y(D), 
then there exists an ingeneric function g : *C + y(D) such that g( *u) = f(u) for all 
24 E c. 
Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume [D # 01 = 1. We can represent 
D as D = DtB) x { 1). Let fa : C -+ DcB) be such that y(fa(u)) = f(u) for all u E C. 
By the Boolean Comprehensiveness Theorem, there is a function ga : c --f D in VcB) 
such that jrga(ii) = fo(u)] = 1 for all u E C. Since [go g (C x D)nn = 1, we have 
go E p(X) by the ZFC Transfer Principle. Let g = y(gn). Then 
g+((UdB) 1 [U E c] E zk &4 U)B E gOI E u) 
={hwY(U)) 1 Yw E *c, ih~)B E SO] E u}. 
Thus, if (y(u), y(u)) E g and (Y(U) ,Y(u’)) E g, then [[(u, 0)~ E g0 and (U,U’)B E 
go] E U and hence [u = u’n E U so that y(u) = y( u’). It follows that g is an ingeneric 
function. Let u E C. Then g(*u) =g(y(ii)) =y(ga(ii)) =y(fo(u)) = f(u). 0 
The following theorem is a counterpart of the comprehensiveness theorem for bounded 
ultrapowers [4, Theorem 4.4.23, p. 2841. 
Theorem 4.10. Let C, D E V(X) \ X. lf f : C -+ *D, then there exists an ingeneric 
function g : *C -+ *D such that g( *u) = f(u) for all u E C. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.9 to C E V(X) \ X and b E o(8) \ We(X), 0 
Remark. Partial answers to the question as to when the above ingeneric function g can 
be chosen as an internal function is as follows: 
(1) C is countable. This follows from the Saturation Principle discussed in the next 
section. 
(2) B is ICI-distributive. This follows from a forcing argument; see [ 11, p. 158; 
Lemma 19.6, p. 1801. 
5. Saturation principle 
The following principle is useful in many applications of nonstandard analysis. A pre- 
nonstandard universe (V(X) , V(Y) , *) is called countably saturated, or Nl-saturated if 
it satisfies the following condition: 
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(Saturation Principle) Any countable sequence of internal sets A,, E V(Y) \ Y 
with the finite intersection property (i.e., #,A,, $ 8 for all m E N) has a 
nonempty intersection. 
A filter U on B is said to be countably incomplete if there is a countable set C C U 
such that infC # U. 
Theorem 5.1. Let X be an infinite base set and (V(X) , V(Y) , *, y) a bounded ultrasheaf 
of V(X) module an ultrafilter U on a complete Boolean algebra B. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) U is countably incomplete. 
(2) For every infinite subset A of X, “A is a proper subset of *A. 
(3) (V(X) , V(Y) , *) is countably saturated. 
(4) (Generic Saturation Principle) Any countable sequence of ingeneric sets A,, E 
V(Y) \ Y with the finite intersection property has a nonempty intersection. 
Proof. (l)+(4). Let {A, 1 n E N} be a countable sequence of ingeneric sets in 
V(Y) with the finite intersection property. By replacing A,, by the finite intersections if 
necessary, we can assume that A,,+1 C A, for all n E N. Thus all A,, are elements of 
some Vj( Y). For any n E N, let C,, E Vk( 2) (‘) be such that y(G) = A,. Obviously, 
[Cn+i C C,,] E U and [C,, # 01 E U. By the Maximum Principle, there is some 
B-valued set f(n) E fi(&(B) such that [f(n) E C,Jj = [C,, # Sj for all n E N. 
Then [f(n) E C,,] > [f (n + 1) E C,,,t]. Since U is countably incomplete, there is 
a sequence b, E U such that I = bo > bt > . . . and inf,,,, b,, = 0. Let a0 = bo and 
a, = b, A G[f (n) E Cnj for all n > 0, and let c, = a,\a,+l for all n E N. Then C&AC! = 0 
for k # 1, en = supk,” ck, and supnEN c, = 1. Let g be such that [g = f(k)] = ck for all 
k E N. Then [g E V,(X)] = 1. Now we will show that y(g) E A,, for arbitrary n E N. 
Since ck 6 u&T = f(k)] A [If(k) E ckj 6 [[g E ck], we have ck 6 [g E ckj < [g E cn] 
for any k 3 n. Thus a, = supkan ck < [[g E C,]. Since a,, E U, it is concluded that 
[g E CnJj E U, and hence y(g) E A,. 
(4) =S (3). Since every internal set is ingeneric, the assertion follows. 
(3)*( 2). Suppose that there is an infinite subset A of X such that CA = *A. We 
may assume without any loss of generality that N is a subset of A. Then *N s *A 
by the Transfer Principle, and hence every element of *N is standard, so that it is an 
element of flN by the Transfer Principle. Thus “N = *N. By the Saturation Principle, 
the sequence of internal sets A,, = *N \ { *O, . . . , *n} has a nonempty intersection. Thus 
there is some v E *N \ “N. This is a contradiction. 
(2) * ( 1) . We may assume N C_ X. By assumption, there is some Y E *N\ aN. Then, 
there is some va E R(n) such that y( ~0) = Y. It follows that V,,N[~o = ii] = 1. If U 
is countably complete, then [Iv0 = H] E U for some n E N so that v = *n, and hence 
v E “N. Therefore, U must be countably incomplete. 0 
Thus we have reached the following. 
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Theorem 5.2. Let X be an infinite base set, B a complete Boolean algebra, and U a 
countably incomplete ultrajilter of B. Let (V(X) , V(Y) , *, y) be the bounded ultrasheaf 
of V(X) modulo U. Then the triple (V(X), V(Y), ) * is an HI-saturated nonstandard 
universe. 
The following theorem generalizes [4, Proposition 4.4.20, p. 2821 to ingeneric sets. 
Theorem 5.3. Let (V(X), V(Y) ,*, y) be a bounded ultrasheaf modulo a countably 
incomplete ultrafilter. Each infinite ingeneric set in V(Y) \ Y has cardinality at least 
2N0. Every countably infinite set in V(Y) \ Y is not ingeneric. 
Proof. We may assume N 2 X. Let A be an infinite ingeneric set in V(Y) \ Y. We have 
A = y(C) for some C E Wk(X) with k > 0. Suppose [C is an infinite set] E U. Then 
by the ZFC Transfer Principle, there is a function f in VcB) such that 
[[f is a function from C onto Nl E l4. 
Then we can choose f so that f E Q(X), and then y(f) is a function from A onto 
*N. Since *N is an infinite internal set, we have (A( > (*NI > 2No by [4, Proposition 
4.4.20, p. 2821. Suppose I[C is a finite set] E U. By the ZFC Transfer Principle, there 
is a natural number va in VcB) and a function f in p(X) such that 
[f is a one-to-one function from {ii,. . . , v - i} onto Cl = 1. 
Then y(f) is a one-to-one function from {*O, . . . , y(v) - *l} onto A. Thus the cardi- 
nality of A is the same as an infinite internal set, and hence it is at least 2n”. 0 
6. Boolean ultrapowers 
The construction of a Boolean ultrapower of a model, developed in the late 60’s and 
early 70’s gives an Nt-saturated elementary extension of the mode1 and generalizes the 
construction of an ultrapower. We can easily generalize the construction of a bounded 
ultrapower of a superstructure to the construction of a bounded Boolean ultrapower. This 
construction, however, has not attracted the specialists of nonstandard analysis, because 
it adds no new features to the bounded ultrapower construction and because no one has 
proved the existence of a Boolean ultrapower which is not an ultrapower. 
The construction of a Boolean ultrasheaf als generalizes the construction of an ultra- 
power, but realizes the generic extension of a Boolean ultrapower within ZFC without 
any countable model assumption. Thus, a bounded Boolean ultrasheaf of a superstructure 
has at least one feature which an ultrapower does not have. 
In this section, we investigate the relationship between the bounded Boolean ultra- 
sheaf of a superstructure and a Boolean ultrapower of a mode1 more closely. First, we 
shall review definitions and elementary properties of Boolean-valued interpretations and 
3oolean ultrapowers. For the detail we refer to Mansfield [ 191. 
Let L: = {e...} b e a first-order language with a collection of m-placed relation 
symbols P, where m depends on P. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra. A B-valued 
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interpretation A = (A, E, R, . . .) of L consists of a set A, a function E : A2 ---) B, and a 
function R : A”’ 3 B corresponding to each relation symbol P of & which satisfy the 
following conditions: For all a, b,al, 61,. . . ,a,,, b,, E A and all functions R, 
(El) E(a,a) = 1, 
(E2) E(a, 6) = E(b, a), 
(E3) E(a,b) A E(b,c) 6 E(a,c), 
(E4) E(a1,61)A...AE(a,,b,,)AR(ol,...,a,) <R(h,...,b,), 
(E5) E(a, 6) = 1 then a = b. 
The set A is called the universe, the function E is called the B-valued equality of A, and 
each R is called a B-valued relation on A. The truth function 11. . .]A is an assignment 
of a value in B to each sentence C$ of L U A and is defined as follows: 
(1) [a=b]A=E(a,b) foralla, bEA. 
(2) [P(al, . ._,a,,)]A=R(al ,..., a,,) forallai ,..., a,EA. 
(3) u-&4 = -u&t. 
(4) u+ v @l_A = PII. v II&. 
(5) U(~X)$(X)]~ = VoEAUcWa)llA. 
For an arbitrary ultrafilter U of B we define a model A/U = (A/U, R/U,. . .) for 13, 
called the reduced model of A modulo 2.4, as follows. Define the binary relation =u on 
A by a =u b iff E(a, b) E U. The relation =U is an equivalence relation because of 
properties (El)-(E3). The universe A/U is the quotient set A/ =u; the equivalence 
class of a E A is denoted by a/U. For each B-valued relation R of A, define the relation 
R/U on A/U by 
(4/U,... ,um/U) E R/U iff R(ul,. . . ,u,,) E U. 
Then, for any formula +(x1,. . . ,x,,) of C and all ut , . . . , u,, E A, 
A/U t= 44~1 lU,. ..,um/W iff [&uI,...,~,>]~ EU. 
Let M = (M, R, . . .) b e a model for C with universe M and relations R. The Boolean 
power n” M = (n” M, E, fl” R, . . .) of M over B is a B-valued interpretation defined 
as follows. The universe n” M is the set of all functions from M into B whose ranges 
partition B, i.e., 
nBM={ u E BM ) (Va, b E M) [a #b + u(a) A u(b) = 01 A V u(a) = 1 . 
aEM 
If R is an m-placed relation on M, we extend it to a B-valued relation fl” R by 
nBR(ul,. . . ,I+,) = V iui(ai). 
((II ,..., o.,)ER i=I 
The equality relation determines E by the same rule as R, i.e., 
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E(u,o) =VLl(a) Au(b) = v u(a) Au(a). 
a=b aEM 
For each a E M, define a function 8, E nB M by 
h(x) = 1 1 if x = a, 0 ifx$a. 
Then the map a H S,, is an elementary embedding of M into n” M. The Boolean 
ultrapower n, M = (n, M, fl, R, . . .) of M = (M, R, . . .) modulo U is the reduced 
model of the B-valued interpretation n” M = (nB M, E, n” R, . . .) modulo U. 
Two B-valued interpretations (A, E, R, . . .) and (A’, E’, R’, . . .) are isomorphic iff 
there is a bijection h : A -+ A’, called an isomorphism, such that E(al, ~2) = 
E’(h(al),h(az)) and NuI,. .,,a,,) = R’(h(al) ,... , h (a,) ) for each B-valued re- 
lation R, where at,. . . , a, E A. 
Now we shall turn to the Boolean-valued universe VCB). A B-valued model 23 = 
(A, R, . . .) for L consists of a separated and definite B-valued set A and a B-valued 
sets R corresponding to each relation symbol P of L, which is an “m-placed relation 
on A” in V(“), i.e., [R C (A”‘)B1] = 1. The B-valued set A is called the universe of the 
B-valued model l3. 
Every B-valued model B = (A, R, . . .) is associated with a B-valued interpretation 
B = (A, E, 8,. . .) for L such that 
A = dam(A), 
E(Ul, a2> = [Ul = a219 
&Q , . . . ran,) = [(al,. . . ,a,,,)~ E Rj, 
for all at,. . . , a,, E dom( A). We call L? the B-valued interpretation of f3. 
We will now show that every B-valued interpretation arises from a B-valued model 
in the above manner. 
Let V(X) be the superstructure with base set X, and p(X) be the B-valued su- 
perstructure with base set X. A B-valued interpretation A = (A, R, . . .) is said to be 
in V(X) if A E V(X) \ X, and a B-valued model f3 = (A, R,. . .) is said to be in 
Q(X) if A E c(X) \% cB) In this case, by the &Absoluteness Principle, each R is in . 
V(X) \ X(B). 
Theorem 6.1. Let A = (A, E, R, . . .) be a B-valued interpretation i V(X) for IC De$ne 
ii E V(“), A E VCB), and R E V (B) for all a E A and each B-valued relation R as , 
follows: 
ii={(ii,E(a,u)))u~A} 
A = ((5, 1) ( a E A}, 
dam(8) ={@I ,..., &)B Iat ,..., a,,EA}, 
R((zi,,... ,&)B> =Nal,...,a,). 
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Then /i = (A, I?, . . .) is a B-valued model in o(X) for 15 and the map a --+ 2 is an iso- 
morphism from A to the B-valued interpretation of l3. Thus, any B-valued interpretation 
is isomorphic to the B-valued interpretation of a B-valued model. 
Proof. Since the assertion concerns only atomic formulas, it suffices to prove the as- 
sertion in the case that the language L: has only one relation symbol P. Corresponding 
to A E V(X) \ X, E, and R of a given B-valued interpretation A = (A, E, R), consider 
the B-valued sets A, 8, and I?. Then by the Aa-Absoluteness Principle, A’ E P(X), 
[[l? : (fP>B -+ f%j = 1, and [fi : ( Arn)~ --$ ii] = 1. Let B be the “completion of B” in 
VcB). Then by the da-Absoluteness Principle 
[(A, I?, k)n is a B-valued interpretation] = 1. 
Put B = (A, 8, a)~. Let G be an “ultrafilter of B extending G” in VCB), where G is the 
canonical generic filter (see the next section for the definition). By the ZFC Transfer 
Principle the construction of the reduced model of D modulo G is carried out in VcB). 
Thus by the Maximum Principle we have B-valued sets (A/U)n, (k/&n such that 
UWWn, (W) ) a n is the reduced model of I? modulo cl = 1, 
and that (A/U), E P(X). Denote by [u] the “equivalence class of u E A” in VcB). 
Then [[u] C Ajj = 1 and the B-valued set [u] is represented by 
[ul = {(k [Ii N 4 I ax E A}, 
where N is the “equivalence relation on A modulo e’ in VCB). By the property of the 
reduced model, for all a, b E A, 
[[al = [al] = [E(a,b>” E GJJ = E(a,b), 
and similarly, for all al,. . . , a,, E A, 
[([&I,. . ., [&I)B E (fi/‘%B] = Wal,. . .,a,>. 
Consider the map h : a -+ [ 51 from A onto { [ 21 ( a E A}. If [ii] = [ 61 then 
[[ii] = [ 611 = 1, so that E(a, 6) = 1, and hence a = b by property (E5). Thus h is a 
bijection. Now it is easy to check the following relations: 
ii= [ii], dam(A) = {[ii] 1 a E A}, 
[A” = (A/G>B] = 1, [IR = (ii/&j = 1. 
Thus the mapping h is the desired isomorphism. 0 
We call the B-valued model A = (A, l?, . . .) the B-valued model of a B-valued 
interpretation of A = (A, R, . . .). The following corollary is a special case of Theorem 
6.1. 
Corollary 6.2. The Boolean power JJI” M of a model M = (M, R, . . .) with M E 
V(X) \ X for L is isomorphic to the B-valued interpretation of the B-valued model 
D = (ti(B) x {l}, iz, .. .). 
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Note that the B-valued interpretation of the B-valued model (*,I?,. . .) is isomorphic 
to to M rather than n”M. 
Let A = (A,R,. . .) be a B-valued model in P(X) for JC Abusing notation, we 
denote by y(d) the model for 13 such that y(d) = (y(A), y(R), . . ,). For a model 
A = (A, R, . . .), we denote by *A the model for ,C such that *.A = (*A, *R, . . .). 
Theorem 6.3. Let (V(X) , V(Y), *, y) be the bounded ultrasheaf of V(X) mod&o an 
ultrajilter U of B. Let A = (A, E, R,. . .) be a B-valued interpretation in V(X) for 15. 
The reduced model d/U = (A/U, R/U,. . .) of d mod&o U is isomorphic to the model 
r(d) = (y(A),y(R),. . .) by the correspondence u/U H y(6), where d = (A, w, .. .) 
is the B-valued model of A. 
Proof. Let u, u E A. Then we have 
Y(C) = Y(B) 
iff [I& = O] E U by the Los-Mostowski Principle 
iff E(u,o) E U by Theorem 6.1 
iff u/U = v/U by definition, 
and hence the relation h(u/U) = r(a) for all u E A defines a bijection from A/U to 
y(A). It is similar to verify that 
(Y(fil)V... ,Y(&)) E y(k) iff (ul/U,. . . ,u,JU) E R/U 
forany ut,... , u,, E A. Therefore, h is the desired isomorphism. •! 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence. 
Corollary 6.4. Let (V(X) , V(Y), *, r) be the bounded ultrasheaf of V(X) modulo an 
ultra$lter U of B. Let M = (M, R, . . .) be a model with M E V(X) \ X for C. The 
Boolean ultrapower n, M = (n, M, n, R, . . .) of M modulo U is isomorphic to the 
model *M = (*M, *R,. . .), and the restriction of * to M is an elementary embedding 
of M into *M. 
7. Existence of external ingeneric sets 
We have introduced a new framework of nonstandard analysis in which we may 
manipulate some external sets called ingeneric sets. However, in an ordinary bounded 
ultrapower every ingeneric set is internal. In this section, we will show that external 
ingeneric sets indeed exist in a certain bounded ultrasheaf. 
Let B be a complete Boolean algebra. The canonical generic$lter of B is a B-valued 
set G E V(“) defined by G = {(&, 6) ( b E B}. We have for all u E VcB), 
l[u~G]= V(br\[[u=b]), 
bEB 
(1) 
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and, for b E B, 
[[i7 E Gj = b. (2) 
Given a Boolean algebra B and a subset F & P(B), we say that B is F-complete if 
for all A E F, V A and A A exist in B. Thus our Boolean algebra B is P(B)-complete. 
Since the predicate “B is an F-complete Boolean algebra” is clearly a da-formula (with 
parameters B and F), it follows from the &-Absoluteness Principle that 
[B is a P(B)“-complete Boolean algebra] = 1, 
and furthermore we have [ 2, Theorem 4.2.1, p. 961 
[G is a P(B) “-complete ultrafilter of Bj = 1. 
Let V(X) be the superstructure with an infinite base set X. We suppose B E V(X) \X. 
Let U be an ultrafilter of B and (V(X), V(Y),*, y) the bounded ultrasheaf of V(X) 
modulo U. 
Lemma 7.1. For any n E N, [[V(X)” n V,(&B = V,(X)“] = 1. 
Proof. It suffices to show the relation 
[[(Vu E V(X)“>[u E V,(R>B H u E v,(X)“]] = 1. 
By the da-Absoluteness Principle, [I_% E V, (X)B] = [_f E V,(X) “1, for all x E V(X). 
Thus the assertion follows from the Bounded Evaluation principle. 0 
Lemma 7.2. An ingeneric element y(u) E V(Y) is internal if and only if [u E 
v(x)q E u. 
Proof. Let u E p(X). Then [[u E V,( X)nj = 1 for some n E N. If [U E V(X)“] E U, 
then [U E V,(X)“] E U by Lemma 7.1, so that y(u) E *V,(X), and hence y(u) is 
internal. If y(u) is internal, then y(u) E *V,(X) for some m E N, and thus [Iu E 
V(X)“] E U by the relation [V,,(X)” C V(X)“] = 1. q 
An atom of B is an element bo such that b < bo implies b = 0. Denote by atom(B) 
the set of atoms in B and by P(B) the set of principal filters of B. Obviously, 
atom(B), P(B) E V(X). 
Lemma 7.3. [IG E V(X)“] = Vatom(B). 
Proof. There is a do-formula 4(x, y, z) of CE such that (V!E) + c$( U, F B) iff U is an 
F-complete ultrafilter of a Boolean algebra B. Let w E V(X) and suppose [IG = i$J > 0. 
Since [qb(G,P(B)“,fi)] = 1, we have 
[&+,P(B)“,B)j > [G = c”J A [&G,P(B)“,B>j > 0. 
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It follows from the da-Absoluteness Principle that (YE) k +( w, P( B) , B) so that w 
is a complete ultrafilter of B. Since B is complete, w is a principal ultrafilter of B 
generated by an atom bo of B. Thus, by the do-Absoluteness Principle, 
[%={XEiq6n<x}]=l, 
and hence + is a principal ultrafilter of fi generated by the atom be of ii in VcB). Then, 
by the ZFC Transfer Principle, we have 
[G=~]=[~ooG]=bo, 
and hence 
[GEv(x)~]= V [G=+]= V UG=+]=Vatom(B). 0 
WEV(X) wEP(a) 
Let 0 be the space of ultrafilters on B with the open base {B(b) 1 b E B}, where 
B(b) = {w E L? 1 b E w}. In a, every principal filter p generated by an atom bo 
is an isolated point and {p} = B( bo). The correspondence b H B( 6) is the Stone 
representation, and hence B( V atom(B) ) = P(B) -, where - stands for the closure 
operation. Now we have the following characterization. 
Theorem 7.4. Suppose B E V(X). Let {V(X), V(Y) ,*, y) be the bounded ultrasheaf 
of V(X) modulo an ultrajlter U of B. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) There is an external ingeneric set in V(Y). 
(2) y(G) is an external ingeneric set in V(Y). 
(3) U E f2\ P(B)-. 
Proof. (3)+(2). Suppose (3). Then, V atom(B) q’ U. It follows that [G E V(X)“] 
@ U by Lemma 7.3 and that y(G) is external by Lemma 7.2. 
(2)+( 1). Trivial. 
( I ) + (3). If U E P(B) -, the bounded ultrasheaf of V(X) modulo U is isomorphic 
with the bounded ultrapower of V(X) modulo U’, where U’ is the restriction of U to the 
complete subalgebra generated by atom(B) isomorphic to P( P(B)). Therefore, there 
is no external ingeneric sets by Theorem 4.8. Cl 
In the rest of this section we shall give some examples of external ingeneric sets. 
In the nonstandard universe containing *N, we say that a subset A of *N has internal 
segments if A f~ (0, 1, . . . ,Y} is internal for all Y E *N. We shall denote by Nn, Qa, 
RB E V(“) the set of natural numbers, the set of rational numbers, and the set of real 
numbers in VCB), respectively. Then we have [ 40, pp. 129-1301, [ 35, p. 11 I 
However, it is not necessarily the case that [RB = ti] = 1. This fact is closely related to 
the existence of an external ingeneric subset of *N having internal segments. 
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Theorem 7.5. There is a bounded ultrasheaf of V(N) which has an external ingeneric 
subset of *N having internal segments. 
Proof. Let B be the complete Boolean algebra of Bore1 sets of the unit interval [0, l] 
modulo the ideal n/ of Bore1 sets with Lebesgue measure zero. We denote by B H 
B/ni E B the canonical map. Let (V(N), V( *N), *, 7) be the bounded ultrasheaf 
modulo a countably incomplete ultrafilter U of B. Let a E VCB) be the real number in 
VcB) such that [Ia < Sg = (-co, s] n [0, 1 ]/N for all s E R. Then [a E RB] = 1 and 
[O < a < II] = 1 but [a E i%l] = 0 [35, p. 161. There is a formula qb(xo,xl,x~,x3) of 
LE strictly bounded in x0 such that, for all U, u, w E V(N), (YE) /= d(N,u, o, w) iff 
u E R, u E N, and w = f(u) where f : N + (0, 1) is such that u = EnEN f( n)2-(“+I). 
Let A0 E Q(N) be such that 
[A0 = {n E fi ( +(N,a,n, i)}] = 1. 
Let A = y(Ao), Y E *N, and let ~0 E NcB) be a name of V. Then 
A n {0, 1, . . . , V} =y(Aof- {0,1,...,Z'O}B). 
By the ZPC Transfer Principle there is a rational number r in VcB), i.e., Ur E 011 = 1, 
such that 
[Aon{O,l,... ,Vn}B={nE~~~(~,r,n,i)}~=l. 
Thus by the Los-Mostowski Principle, 
A n (0, 1, . ..,v}={~E *NI(v(*N),~)~~(*N,y(r),n,*l)}, 
and y(r) E *Q. Hence, by the Internal Definition Principle A n{O, 1,. . . , v} is internal. 
Suppose that A is internal. Then, [A0 E V(N)“] E 24 by Lemma 7.2 so that [A0 E 
V, (N)“j = b for some b E U by Lemma 7.1. Thus, there is a family {M,} of subsets 
of N and a partition (6,) of unity in B such that [IA0 = &faJj > b,b for all (Y. On the 
other hand, [a = CnEAo 2-(“+q = 1, and hence Uu = (EnEM, 2-(“+*))“n > b,b for 
all a. It follows that [u E iin = b E U, a contradiction. Therefore, A is external. 0 
Remark. By a well-known forcing argument [ 11, p. 1771, we can strengthen the above 
theorem so that the number of external ingeneric subsets of *N with internal segments 
is a given any cardinal number. 
The existence of an external subset of *N having internal segments has been studied 
in the structure theory of the hyperreal number field *R in a nonstandard universe. An 
ordered field K is said to be Scott complete iff every initial segment C C K such that 
(VX > 0) (Fly E C) [y + x @ C] has a least upper bound in K. It is well known that in 
a nonstandard universe *R is Scott complete if and only if every subset of *N having 
internal segments is internal [ 17, Proposition 1.31. Zakon [43] proposed to study the 
structure of the hyperreal numbers and asked whether the hyperreal numbers are Scott 
complete. Kamo [ 14,151 showed that there exist nonstandard universes in which *R is 
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not Scott complete. One of his arguments was generalized to the following observation 
[ 171: if the nonstandard universe is A-saturated and *N has cofinality A, then *R is 
not Scott complete. This and CH concludes the existence of an ultrapower of the real 
number field which is not Scott complete. For the opposite direction of the problem, i.e., 
the construction of a nonstandard universe with the Scott complete hyperreal number 
field, we refer to the recent paper by Keisler and Schmerl [ 171. 
The following corollary of Theorem 7.5 settles affirmatively the following problem: 
Can one prove in ZFC that there exists an N 1 -saturated elementary extension of R which 
is not Scott complete? 
Corollary 7.6. There is an Nl-saturatedBoolean ultrapower of R which is not Scott 
complete. 
Proof. The hyperreal number field *R constructed in the proof of Theorem 7.5 is an Hi- 
saturated elementary extension by the Transfer Principle and the Saturation Principle. It 
is not Scott complete by [ 17, Proposition 1.31. It is isomorphic to a Boolean ultrapower 
of R by Corollary 6.4. 0 
The next example comes from a collapsing Boolean algebra. 
Theorem 7.7. For any pair of injinite cardinals K and A with K < A, there is a bounded 
ultrasheaf which has an external ingeneric surjective function f : *K --+ *A such that 
for any cardinal CY < K the restrictions f ( *a off to *a is internal. 
Proof. Let P be the set of all functions p such that dam(p) c K, ]dom(p) 1 < K, and 
ran(p) C_ A, and let p < q iff q c p. Let B be the complete Boolean algebra of regular 
open subsets of P with the base {U,, 1 p E P}, where U, = {q E P 1 q < p}. Then 
p ---f U,, is an order preserving embedding, and we may assume P C_ B. Consider VcB), 
and the canonical generic filter G of fi. Let F E VcB) be such that [F = U(GnP)] = 1. 
Note that, for all x E K and y E A, 
I[j = F(k)] = [(3p E G n P)jj = p(k)] 
=VpA[g=p(;i)]= v ij. 
PEP .v=/J(x) 
Then it is well known that 
[F is a function from ii onto An = 1, 
and that for any cardinal (Y < K there is some p E PcB) such that 
UFII (& X A)B =p] = 1. 
By a suitable bijection, we can assume that A is a base set. Let U be an ultrafilter of 
B, and (V(A),V( *A),*,Y) the bounded ultrasheaf of V(A) modulo U. Let f = y(F). 
Then f is a function from *K onto *A. Since f n ( *ax *A) = y(p) E *P, the restriction 
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fl *LY is internal. Suppose that f is internal. Then f E *P(K x A), and hence by the 
Transfer Principle there is a function from K onto A. This contradicts the assumption 
K < A. Thus f is external. 0 
8. Infinitesimal analysis 
Robinson instituted a theory of infinitesimal and infinite numbers based on an ele- 
mentary extension of the real number field. The nonstandard universe is nowadays a 
standard setting for Robinson’s theory. Moreover, the recent development has revealed 
important roles of the Nt-saturation principle played in applications to real analysis. 
Since a bounded ultrasheaf of a superstructure is an Nt-saturated nonstandard universe, 
this theory can be developed without any restriction as simple corollaries of the transfer 
principle and the Ni -saturation principle. 
Now, we should remark a new framework of the infinitesimal analysis possible for 
a bounded ultrasheaf. A bounded ultrasheaf has not only an elementary extension of 
the standard real number field, called the hyperreal number field, but also a generic 
extension of the hyperreal number field which we will call the ingeneric real-number 
field. Although the ingeneric real-number field is not an elementary extension, it shares 
every property of the real numbers which is provable in ZFC, and hence we can develop 
a theory of infinitesimal and infinite numbers based on the ingeneric real-number field. 
In this section we will develop fragments of infinitesimal analysis based on the 
ingeneric real or complex numbers in a bounded ultrasheaf (V(X), V(Y), *, y) of V(X) 
modulo a countably incomplete ultrafilter of a complete Boolean algebra B. 
A set A E V(X) is called definable in V(X) if there is a &-formula &~a, x1) of 
.CCE strictly bounded in xa such that (YE) + A = {xl ( c,b(X,xl)}, or equivalently 
A = {U E V 1 (YE) + ~(X,U)}. W e call such formula 4 the dejinition of A. Note 
that the definition of 4 is essentially unique in the sense that any two definitions are 
equivalent in ZFC. 
Let A be a definable set in V(X) with definition 4. Then by the Maximum Principle 
there is an essentially unique B-valued set, denoted by As, such that lAB = {x 1 
&X,x)}] = 1. W e call AB E VcB) the B-interpretation of a definable set A E V. The 
B-hull of the B-interpretation of a definable set A in V(X) is denoted by AcB) instead of 
(AB)(~). In this case, we simply call A (B) the B-hull of the definable set A E V(X). If 
a definable set A E V(X) is nonempty, then [AB Z f~jj = 1 and hence we can represent 
AH by AH = AcB) x {l}, where A(“) is the B-hull of A. For a definable set A E V(X), 
we will write YA = I. 
In this section, we assume that C C X, so that we have the following identifications 
“N = N, “Q = Q, “R = R, and flC = C by the identification u = *u for all u E X 
[4, p. 2731. The following sets are definable sets in V(X): N, Q, R, C. For them, 
we have [Nn = fin = 1, [QB = QI] = 1, [IRa > fil] = 1, and [Cn > Cl = 1 for any 
complete Boolean algebra B. Then obviously, we have N C *N = YN, Q G *Q = YQ, 
R C *R C YR, and C C *C C YC. 
The set *R is called the hyperreal number$eld. An element of *R is called a hyperreal 
number. By the Transfer Principle, *R is an ordered field extension of the real number 
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field R. The set YR is called the ingeneric real-numberjeld. The elements of YR are 
called ingeneric real-numbers. By the ZFC Transfer Principle, YR is an ordered field 
extension of *R. Thus we have the chain R C *R C YR of ordered field extensions 
of R. An ingeneric real-number x is called injnite if 1x1 > n for any n E N, finite if 
there is some n E N such that 1x1 < n, and injnitesimal if 1x1 < l/n for any n E N. 
We will write x z y if Ix - yJ is infinitesimal, 1x1 < cc if x is infinite. The principal 
galaxy of YR, denoted by gal( yR), is the set of all finite ingeneric real-numbers and the 
principal monad of YR, denoted by mon( YR), is the set of all infinitesimal ingeneric 
real-numbers. The following theorem holds for any ordered field extensions. 
Theorem 8.1 (Standard Part Theorem). For any finite ingeneric real-number x, there 
is a unique real number r such that r M x. 
This r is called the standard part of x and denoted by Ox. The map x H Ox is called 
the standard part map and it is an algebraic homomorphism from gal( YR) onto R. 
The standard part Oz of z E YC is defined by Oz = “92~ + i”Sz, which is the unique 
complex number such that 1 Oz - z I M 0. 
Let N(n) be the definable set of normed linear spaces X over C such that X E 
V,(X) \ X. A set X E V(Y) is called an internal normed linear space if X E 
: 
nEN *N(n). A set X E V(Y) is called an ingeneric normed linear space if X E 
IlEN YN(n). We will use the same symbol for a normed linear space X and the set 
of vectors of X as usual. 
Let X be an ingeneric normed linear space with YR-valued norm )I . 11. The principal 
galaxy gal(X) and the principal monad mon( X) are defined by 
gal(X) = {x E X / ((xl/ < 00)~ 
man(X) = {x E X I ((x(1 z 0). 
Then both of them are linear spaces over C. The generic hull of X is the quotient linear 
space X = gal(X) /mon( X) equipped with the norm given by 
II o4l = oI141~ 
for all x E gal(X), where “x=x+mon(X). 
Theorem 8.2 (Generic Hull Completeness Theorem). The generic huZE 2 of an in- 
generic normed linear space X is a Banach space. 
Proof. Let f : N --+ gal(X) be a Cauchy sequence in gal(X) . By the Generic Compre- 
hensiveness Theorem there is an ingeneric function g : *N -+ X such that g(n) = f(n) 
for all n E N. For any k E N, let N(k) E N be such that IIf - f(N(k))l( < l/k for 
all n > N(k). Let & be an ingeneric subset of *N such that 
Ak = {n E *N I Ilg(n) - f(N(k))ll < l/k). 
Then the sequence {Ak ) k E N} has the finite intersection property, since {f(n) ( n E 
N} is a Cauchy sequence. It follows from the Generic Saturation Principle that there is 
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some m E *N such that m E nkEN Ak. Then it is easy to see that g(m) E gal(X) and 
lim,,, ‘]/f(n) -g(m)/) = 0. Thus X is complete with respect to the metric induced 
by the norm ‘11 . ..I/. 0 
Remark. A generalization of the above theorem to arbitrary metric spaces can be 
formulated and proved without any difficulties. 
Let M(n) be the definable set of finite measure spaces M = (M, 3, ,u) with a 
finitely additive measure p on a field of subsets of M such that M E V,(X) \ X. 
A set M E V(Y) is called an internal measure space if M E UnEN *M(n). A set 
M E V(Y) is called an ingeneric measure space if M E UnEN YM(n). 
Theorem 8.3 (Loeb Measure Construction). Let M = (M, 3, ,u) be an ingeneric mea- 
sure space. Then there is a measure space L(M) = (M, a(3), L(p)) with a countably 
additivefinite measure L(,u) on the g-field a(3) of subsets of M generated by 3 such 
that L(p) (A) = “p(A) for all A E 3. 
Proof. By the Generic Transfer Principle, it is easy to see that 3 is a field of subsets 
of M and that ,u is a YR-valued finitely additive measure on 3. By the property of 
the standard part map, the function O,X : A H “p(A) for all A E 3 is a real-valued 
finitely additive measure on 3. Let {Ak} be a countable decreasing sequence of sets in 
3 such that ng, Ak = 8. Since every Ak is an ingeneric set, there is some n such that 
n;=, Ak = 8 by th e G eneric Saturation Principle. Thus by finite additivity, we have 
and hence the function O,u is countably additive on 3. Therefore, by the Hopf- 
Caratheodory extension theorem O,u can be extended to a countably additive measure 
L(p) on the o-field a(3) of subsets of M generated by 3. 0 
The above construction generalizes Loeb’s construction of measure spaces from inter- 
nal measure spaces based on the Transfer Principle and the Saturation Principle [ 181. 
9. Reduction of the Boolean-valued complex numbers 
Let B be a complete Boolean algebra and R the space of ultrafilters of B with the 
topology given by the open base Bo = {B(b) 1 b E B} defined by 
B(b) = {w E n ( b E w}. 
The space fi is a Stonean space, namely, a compact Hausdorff space such that the closure 
of every open set is open, and Bo coincides with the field of clopen subsets of R. The 
mapping b 4 B(b) is an isomorphism of B onto Bo, called the Stone representation of 
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B. Then every regular open set is clopen and the supremum and the infimum in Bo is 
given by 
yBiz (gBi)-’ (JBi= ( zBi)” 
for any family {Bi 1 i E I} in Bo, where - and a are the closure operation and the 
interior operation, respectively. We say that a subset A of R is congruent with a subset 
B of 0, in symbols A - B, if (A - B) U (B - A) is a meager set, and a function f on 
0 is congruent with a function g on ft, in symbols f - g, if {o E 0 1 f(o) = g(o)) is 
a comeager set. By the Baire category theorem, every comeager set is dense. Let B( 0) 
be the space of all complex-valued Bore1 functions on fi and N( 0) the space of all 
functions in a( a) vanishing outside a meager Bore1 set; the functions in h/( f2) will be 
called negligiblefunctions. Then n( 0) is a *-algebra and N( 0) is a *-ideal of EJ( a) by 
the pointwise operations, where the *-operation is the complex conjugation. Let B( 0) 
be the quotient space a( 0) /N( 0). The *-subalgebra of B(n) or B( 0) consisting of 
the real-valued functions is called the real part. A Bore1 function f E a(n) is called 
a normal Bore1 function if it is continuous on an open dense subset D( f ), called the 
continuous domain, and if lim,,,, If( = co for any w E a\ D(f). A self-adjoint 
Bore1 function on n is a real-valued normal Bore1 function on R. If two normal Bore1 
functions f and g are congruent, then their continuous domains are the same and they 
coincide on the continuous domain [ 13, Lemma 5.6.6, p. 3441. A normalfunction is 
the unique continuous extension of a normal Bore1 function from its continuous domain 
to R with values in the Riemann sphere C U {w}, and a self-udjoint function is the 
analogous continuous extension with values in the extended real line R U {-co, +co}; 
for the uniqueness of the continuous extension of a self-adjoint function f. note that 
{w E D(f) 1 f(w) > I} and {w E D(f) [ f(w) < -1) are disjoint open sets [13, 
p. 3441. Denote by N( 0) the space of normal functions and by S( 0) the space of the 
self-adjoint functions. 
A short proof of the following folk theorem is presented for the reader’s convenience. 
Theorem 9.1. Every complex-valued Bore1 function on D has a congruent normal Bore1 
function. 
Proof. For any Bore1 set A, let A” be the unique congruent clopen set [9, p. 581. 
Let f be a bounded Bore1 function. There is a sequence of simple Bore1 functions 
fn = CyI’; an,iX(An,i) uniformly convergent to f, where the characteristic function of 
a set A is denoted by x(A). Let g, be a sequence of continuous functions defined by 
gn = Cz; a,,iX( in,i). Th en g, converges uniformly to a continuous function g congruent 
with f. Thus every bounded Bore1 function has a congruent continuous function. Let 
g be a real-valued Bore1 function. Then the Cayley transform K = (g - il) (g + il)-’ 
is a bounded Bore1 function with values in the unit circle, where 1 stands for x(a), 
and hence has a congruent continuous function u. Since v has values in the unit circle 
on a dense set, the range of u is contained in the unit circle by the continuity of v. 
Since u(w) # 1 for all w E 0, D = {w E 0 1 u(w) $ 1) is a dense open set. It 
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follows that the relation f(w) = i(l + u(w))(l - u(o))-t for all o E D gives a 
self-adjoint Bore1 function f with continuous domain D(f) = D which is congruent 
with g = i( 1 +u) ( 1 -u) -‘. Thus, every real-valued Bore1 function has a congruent self- 
adjoint Bore1 function. Therefore, by arguing the real and imaginary parts separately, 
we conclude that every complex-valued Bore1 function has a congruent normal Bore1 
function. 0 
The above theorem implies that the space N(n) of normal functions is a *-algebra, 
with pointwise operations on a dense open subset, *-isomorphic to B(n) and the space 
s(0) of self-adjoint functions is isomorphic to the real part of B(0). Thus, the space 
C( 0) of complex-valued continuous functions, which coincides with the *-subalgebra 
of N(0) consisting of the bounded normal functions, is *-isomorphic to the space 
BO” (0) of bounded Bore1 functions modulo the negligible functions. Similarly, the 
space Cn( a) of real-valued continuous functions is isomorphic to the space BF (f2) 
of bounded real-valued Bore1 functions modulo the negligible functions. Note that the 
structure of C(n) is characterized as a general commutative AW*-algebra [ 31. 
Consider the universe V(“) of B-valued sets. The global section algebra of the com- 
plex number field Cn in VcB), (C(‘), +, x, *, .), is defined as follows: 
addition : u + u = the unique w E C(a) such that [w = u -+n uJ] = 1, 
multiplication : u x o = the unique w E CcB) such that [w = u xn ul] = 1, 
involution : u* = the unique w E C(n) such that [w = u*Bj = 1, 
scalar multiplication : a . u = the unique w E C(a) such that /w = & xn uI] = 1, 
for all u, u E C(“) and (Y E C, where +a, xn, and *a are addition, multiplication and 
complex-conjugation in V(“), respectively. Then the global section algebra CcB) is a 
*-algebra. The bounded global section algebra of Ca is a *-subalgebra Cg) defined by 
CE) = {U E C’a’ 1 (3n E N) [[Iu[ < Fin = 1). 
The structures of the global section algebra RcB) and the bounded global section algebra 
Rz) are defined analogously. Then they are *-subalgebras of CcB) and Cg) respectively, 
and we have naturally the relations C(a) = R(‘) + iR(a) and C$ = Rg) + iR2). 
The following characterization of the global section algebra is obtained by Ozawa 
r2.51. 
Theorem 9.2. The global section algebra C(‘) is *-isomorphic to B(O) and the 
bounded global section algebra Cg) is *-isomorphic to C (0). 
Note that any *-isomorphism induces an isomorphism between the respective real 
parts. By virtue of Theorem 9.1, the above theorem concludes that CcB) is *-isomorphic 
to N(n); this result is also obtained independently by Jech [ 121. The advantage of 
using the space B( 0) for representing Cc”) is that the above *-isomorphism holds for 
the regular open algebra B of any Baire space L! as proved in [ 25, Theorem 3.51. 
In this section, we will show another way to establish the above *-isomorphism using 
infinitesimal analysis based on Boolean ultrasheaves. 
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Let X be a base set containing the complex number field C, where we assume that C 
is replaced by a suitable base set with the same size without any loss of generality. Let 
o be an ultrafilter of B, i.e., w E a. We denote by (V(X), V(Y,),*,,y, ) the Boolean 
ultrasheaf of V(X) module w. 
Let a E C(n). For any n E N, let D,(a) = [lul < fi] E B and D(a) = UnEN~,(u). 
Since 
VOlul < ii] = 1, 
IlEN 
D(u) is a dense open subset of a, and D(u) = D if and only if a E Cg). It is 
easy to see that the ingeneric complex number ro( a) in V( Y,,) is finite if and only if 
w E D(a). Define the function 6 : fi -+ C U {co} by 
“y,(u) if w E D(u), 
otherwise, 
where ’ stands for the standard part map on the finite ingeneric complex numbers in 
V(YuJ). 
Theorem 9.3. The correspondence a H 2 is a *-homomorphism of CcB) into N( 0). 
Proof. LetuEC(“).Letw E D(u).SupposeeERande>O.Then(y,(u)-ic(w)I < 
E. Let N(w) = [Iu - Z(w)“1 < 61. It follows from the Los-Mostowski Principle that 
w E N(w) and that if w’ E N(w) then (~~,(a) - a(w) ( < E, and hence by taking the 
standard part in V( Y,,,) we have \a( w’) - a(w) 1 6 E. Thus 2 is continuous on D(u). 
Let w E 6?\ D(u). For any n E N, w E tin\ D,(u) = [IIuj 2 21, and hence \B(w’)I 3 n 
for all w’ E 0 \ D,. It follows that lim,!,, Ia( = co for any w E O\D(u>. Thus S 
is a normal function on 0. By the properties of y. and the standard part map, it is easy 
to see that the correspondence a H B is a *-homomorphism of CcB) into N( 0). 0 
Let 0 be the “space of ultrafilters of the Boolean algebra I%” in VcB) with the “Stone 
representation p H U(p) for p E ii” in VcB). Then [G E O] = 1, where G is the 
canonical generic filter of B, and [ji C O] = 1 in V(“). 
Lemma 9.4. For any b E B, [B< b) ” = U( 6) n fi] = 1. 
Proof. By the Bounded Evaluation Principle, it suffices to prove that ij E U(h) if and 
only if ij E B(b)” in V cB) for any w E 0. By the definition of the Stone representation, 
ij E U(6) if and only if 6 E ij in VcB). By the AO- Absoluteness Principle, the latter 
condition in VcB) is equivalent to b E w, that is equivalent to o E B(b), and thus by 
the do-Absoluteness again this is equivalent to 15 E B(b) ” in VcB). 0 
Theorem 9.5. The space 0 is a “Stone-eech compuctijcution of ji” in VcB). 
Proof. It suffices to show that the following statements hold in VcB): (1) fi is dense 
in 0, (2) every real-valued bounded continuous function on fi has an extension to a 
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real-valued bounded continuous function on 0. 
(1) Since the set {u(p) 1 p E 8) is an open base of 0 in VcB), it suffices to show 
that if U(p) # 8 then Cr(p) f? b # 8 for all p E 6 in VcB), but this follows from 
Lemma 9.4. 
(2) By Lemma 9.4, {B(b) ( b E B}” is an open base for the relative topology on fi 
in V(“). Thus fi is totally disconnected in V(“), and hence every real-valued continuous 
function is a uniform limit of a sequence of finite linear combinations of characteristic 
functions of clopen sets in V (W Thus it suffices to show that every clopen set in b can . 
be extended to a clopen set in 0. By Lemma 9.4 and the Bounded Evaluation Principle, 
we have 
[(Vbd)[U(b)n~=&b)]~=l, 
and hence the desired statement is obtained. 0 
Let Cn U {co} be the Riemann sphere in VcB). Then C U {db} 2 CB U {oo} and 
66 = 03 in V(“). 
Theorem 9.6. For any f E N( f2), 
[If is a continuous function from h to C U {do}] = 1. 
Proof. By the &Absoluteness Principle, f is a function from n to C U {db} in VcB). 
To show the continuity, let E E Q and E > 0 and o E D(f). Then there is some b E B 
such that w E B(b) and that If(w) - f(w’>j < E for any w’ E B(b). It follows from 
the Bounded Evaluation Principle and the do-Absoluteness Principle that 
[(VW E D(f>“)(Vc E @[a > 0 =+ (3b E ii) 
[w E B(b) A (‘Ad E &b))[jf(w) - f(d)( <E] 11 = 1. 
Similarly, we have 
[[(V& E d\D(f>“>(Vn E fi)(ElbE k) 
[w E L?(b) A (v’w’ E &(b>)[lf(w’>l > n]] = 1. 
This shows that f’ is continuous on fi in VcB). 0 
By Theorems 9.5 and 9.6, for any f E N(a), the function f : b -+ cg U {db} has 
the unique continuous extension f : 0 + CB U {oo} in VcB). Since [G E O] = 1, we 
have 
lim f(w) = f(G) E Cn U {oo} 
w-+c 
in VcB). In what follows, we will show that f(G) E Cn in VcB), and that the correspon- 
dence f ++ fl(G) is a *-homomorphism of N( 0) into CcB). Then our goal is to show 
that this *-homomorphism f H f(G) is the inverse of the *-homomorphism a H ii of 
CcB) into N(a). 
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Lemma 9.7. For any b E B, [[U(h) = (B(b)“)-“] = 1. 
Proof. Since fi is dense in 0 and since B(b)” is regular open in j2 in VcB), we have 
(B(b)“)-” = U(6) in V (‘I by Lemma 9.4 and 140, Theorem 22.51 together with the 
ZFC Transfer Principle. 0 
Lemma 9.8. For any b E B, f E S( fl), and r E R, we have 
ifW+’ C {w E fi I .I%> < i}] = [[u(b) c {e E o [ J(e) < q]. 
proof. The assertion follows from the following manipulation of Boolean truth values. 
UW)” c: {W E fi ( fW < f}Jj 
< [(B(b)“)-’ c: {w E fi 1 f(w) 6 i}-“1 
G p(b) c {e E 0 1 f”(e) G iyjj by Lemma 9.7 
< [f-~(6) n fi c {e E 0 1 f(e) < q n fin 
< [[NW” c: {w E ji I f(w) f fy by Lemma 9.4. 0 
The following theorem shows a remarkable property of the canonical generic filter. 
Theorem 9.9. For any f E N(n), we have (If”< G) E cB] = 1. 
Proof. Let f E N( 0). For any n E N, let B, = {o E 0 I Jf(w)J < n}O. Then B, 
is a clopen set, and hence there is some b(n) E B such that B, = B( b(n)). Since f 
is a normal function, (UnEN B,,)- = fl. It follows that V{b( n) ) II E N} = 1. By the 
Au-Absoluteness principle, we have [IV{b(n) ) IZ E N}” = ij = 1. Since [{b(n) 1 n E 
N}” E P(B>“j = 1 and since [G is p(B)V-completeT] = 1, there is some Y E ficB) 
such that [i;(v) E Gn = 1. It follows that [G E U( &( v))n = 1. Let n E N. By the 
Au-Absoluteness Principle, 
[W(n))” C {w E fi I lfb>l < fi}] = 1, 
and hence by Lemma 9.8 
[u(b(n)“) c (0 E 0 1 Jf(@J G A}] = 1. 
Since n E N is arbitrary, we have 
u(~~ E A) w(~;w) c {e E 0 I ~fw G n)in = I, 
and hence 
WW) c (0 E 0 I l_iW] 6 r+n = 1. 
Thus we have []~(G)] < VI] = 1, and therefore [f(G) E Cnl = 1. Cl 
By virtue of the above theorem, we define the B-valued set f(G) so that f(G) E 
C(n). Then the following theorem can be verified easily. 
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Theorem 9.10. The correspondence f I+ f(G) is a *-homomorphism of N( L!) into 
W). 
Now we will show that one of each *-homomorphism a ++ ii or f H f(G) is the 
inverse of the other. 
Theorem 9.11. For any f E N(O), f(G)” = f. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for f E S(a). Suppose f* = f and f(G) E 
R(a). Let r E Q and w E 0. Suppose f(w) < r. Then there is some b E B such that 
o E B(b) C {o’ E 0 1 f(w’) < r}. 
Then [G E U( 6)] = [I& E G] = b E w and 
iB(b)” C {w’ E fi) f(w’) < i}] = 1. 
From Lemma 9.8, 
[U(6) c ((3 E 0 ( fl(O) < P}j = 1. 
Thus we have [I_?(G) 6 ?I E w and hence y,(f(G)) 6 r, so that f(G)A(w) < 
r. It follows that f(G)“(w) < f(w). Conversely, suppose f(G)“(w) < r. Then 
y,(f”(G) ) < r and [f(G) < I’] E w, so that there is some p E BcB), such that 
[IG E ub)n A W,J) c (0 E 0 I m < f}] E u. 
Put 
D = [U(p) c (0 E 0 1 f(b)> < qj. 
By Lemma 9.8, 
D = (I&p) c {w’ E n 1 f(d) 6 qj. 
Since UG E U(p)] = VbEB[rP = 60 A b, we have 
~GEIl(p)l]AD~V~=6nAbA(IB(b)“~{o’EjiI~(w’)Qi}n 
hEB 
= V{iip = 61 A b 1 b E B and B(b) C {w’ E 0 1 f(d) < r}} 
< V{b E B 1 B(b) C {w’ E R 1 f(d) 6 r}}, 
and hence 
W E B(UG E wl] AD) C (U{B(b) ( b E B and B(b) g {w’ E D I f(d) Q r)))- 
= {W’ E f2 1 f(d) < r}‘- 
C (0’ E fI ) f(J) < r}, 
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whence f(w) 6 r. It follows that f(w) < f(G)“(o). Therefore, f(w) = f(G)“(w), 
and hence f(G)” = f. 0 
Theorem 9.12. For any a E C(‘), (a)-(G) = (I. 
Proof. Let a E C(n) and r E Q, There is ai, a2 E RcB) such that a = ai + iuz, and 
hence we can assume without any loss of generality that u E RcB). Suppose [u < P] = 1. 
Then k?(o) < r for all o E n and hence 0 = {w E 0 1 a(w) 6 r}. By Lemma 9.8, 
[O = (0 E 0 [ (a)-(e) < i)] = 1, and hence i(a)-(G) < ?}I = 1. Therefore, 
[(a)-(G) < uI] = 1. C onversely, suppose [[(a)++(G) < ?I = 1. Let w E a. Then 
(B)“(G)“(w) < r. By Theorem 9.11, B(w) < r, and hence ~~(a) < T. Thus [u < 
il] E LM. Since w is arbitrary, we have [a < i;D = 1. It follows that [u < (S)-(G)] = 1, 
so that [I(&)“(G) = u] = 1. Since (a)-(G) E Cc*) and a E CcB), we conclude that 
(B)“(G) = a. 0 
We have just proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.13. The correspondence a t-t B is a *-isomorphism of CcB) onto N(O), 
whose inverse *-isomorphism is the correspondence f - J(G) from N( 0) to C(B). 
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